Current Status - Regional ITS Projects For Northwest Louisiana
[As of January 2008]

Map Ref. [1] - Interconnect/communications infrastructure for 9 signalized intersections

[2] - Interconnect/communications infrastructure for 7 signalized intersections

[3] - Interconnect/communications infrastructure for 7 signalized intersections


LADOTD (ITS Sect.) to fund construction in FY 2011


[7] - FY 2004 Federal Earmark is Rescinded; State/Local Match Support is Funded. Interconnect/communications infrastructure for 15 signalized intersections and tie-in fiber optic infrastructure along I-20 to the Pines Rd interchange

[8] - Interconnect/communications infrastructure for 12 signalized intersections

[9] - S.P. 451-01-0113: Interconnect/communications infrastructure for upgrading signalized intersections at the toes of all I-20 off ramps in Shreveport

MAP FEATURES

ITS Project Status - FY 2008

- Operational
- Complete FY 2007
- Under Construction
- Design Complete; Fed. Funding Rescinded
- Design Complete; LADOTD to Fund FY 2011
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